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In efforts to explore further and further into the farthest reaches of our 
universe, astronomy observation platforms continue to expand in size and 
complexity and to be located in more exotic and demanding 
environments. Space-based infrared observatories like SDLʼs Wide-field 
Infrared Survey Explorer the Herschel Space Observatory, the Spitzer 
Space Telescope and the James Webb Telescope are examples. Recent 
studies by the USU Materials Physics Group explored the interaction of 
optical materials used for these missions with their harsh space plasma 
environments. This talk will focus on tone set of experiments that tested 
the electron beam-induced charging, arcing and luminescence of 
dielectric optical materials and coatings of electrons between extended-
state bands and localized trapped states in these highly disordered 
insulating materials. Our transport equations and models of the spatial 
and energy distribution of the trapped states, their occupancy, and 
transitions provide microscopic scale insights into macroscopic problems 
in materials physics with “megascopic” applications. The presentation will 
end with a survey of how these same models can be extended to interpret 
data from a wide array pf techniques we currently employ to look at 
charge accumulation, emission and transport in dielectric materials  
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